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Research on the comprehension of temporal order statements such as Before/After sentences is 

sparse and sometimes conflicting. Solidifying its base is important for examining event structure 

and event ordering both in cognition generally (e.g., with non-linguistic stimuli, Zacks, et al., 

2007; Raisig et al. 2010) and in language comprehension. Zacks’ event segmentation theory 

predicts that people develop expectations about sub-events based on event perception. This event 

perception is grounded in a person’s experience of a linear flow of events, viz ‘temporal 

iconicity’ (cf. Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003 on spatial iconicity). Analogously, comprehenders could 

derive expectations about event order based on linguistic cues. For example, the word Before at 

the beginning of the sentence is a cue to the reader that the expectation of temporal iconicity will 

be violated; potentially signaling the error-monitoring mechanism in event segmentation theory. 

An interesting question is to what extent such prediction is sensitive to comprehenders' reading 

skill. Indeed, analyses of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) suggest that event order cues 

(e.g., Before vs. After) are processed immediately, and further, that Before sentences cue greater 

working memory (WM) demands to which high-WM relative to low-WM readers are sensitive 

(Münte et al., 1998). These greater WM demands are indexed to more negative amplitudes of the 

left anterior negativity (LAN) component, a slow negative-leading waveform that typically 

appears between 300 – 500 ms post-stimulus onset. We revisited Münte et al.’s findings using 

eye tracking with full sentence presentation, because this methodology – unlike the rapid serial 

visual presentation used in EEG recording - allows sentence re-reading. Longer reading time is 

interpreted as indexing greater WM demands, analogous to the LAN component in ERP 

research. Based on findings by Münte et al., we don’t know the extent to which high- and low-

WM readers differ in processing event order cues in language. High-WM readers could process 

event order cues in language entirely differently from low-WM readers. If so, we should see no 

similarities in gaze pattern for either initial processing or re-reading between these two groups. 

Alternatively, high-WM could merely have a slight temporal advantage in how they process 

these cues. If so, then we should see differences in initial gaze measures but ensuing similarities 

between these two groups. 

 

Methods 

Across four lists, each sentence appeared with Bevor or Nachdem, and subclause order was also 

counterbalanced. Participants were randomly assigned to list. Participants’ eye movements were 

recorded as they read 96 sentences (32 critical trials, see (1)). Following each sentence was a 

comprehension question. After the eye-tracking part of the experiment, participants’ WM was 

tested using a German version of the Automated Reading Span Test (Auto-RST; Unsworth et al., 

2009). Participants were split into two groups based on the top and bottom third of the ranked 

scores from the Auto-RST. 

 

(1) Bevor/Nachdem (TC) die Postbeamtin (NP1) die Karte (NP2) frankierte, reparierte die 

Elektrikerin (NP3) die Ampel. (NP4) 

‘Before/After the postal clerk put a stamp on the card, the electrician repaired the traffic light.’ 
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Results 

We conducted a 2 X 2 mixed-design ANOVA, where WM was the between-subjects factor and 

temporal conjunction was the within-subjects factor on all measures of reading times. First-pass 

reading time analyses revealed longer reading times (analogous to the differential LAN 

waveforms found by Münte et al.) for Before than After sentences shortly after the temporal 

conjunction (NP2). However, this effect was reliable for high-WM, but not low-WM 

participants. Second-pass reading times at NP1 were longer for Before versus After sentences for 

both high-WM and low-WM readers. Regression path duration analyses revealed that both high-

WM and low-WM participants’ times were reliably longer at NP3 for After relative to Before 

sentences. Total reading times for the very first word After were significantly longer than Before, 

but significantly longer at NP3 for Before compared to After sentences with no clear differences 

as a function of working memory. 

 

Conclusions 

Only high-WM readers exhibited an influence of temporal order cues immediately, but both 

high-WM and low-WM readers showed an influence in second pass. This suggests that these two 

groups differ only in their initial preparations toward the goal of understanding event order. 

However, both regression path and total times revealed two regions of elevated processing times 

for After versus Before, suggesting a potential trade-off between early processing ease and later 

integration cost. Methodologically, these findings complement insights from EEG and highlight 

the importance of cross-methodological research. The theoretical implications of these findings 

are that linguistic cues drive the expectations as to whether temporal iconicity will or will not be 

violated in the upcoming reference to the events in the sentence, and whether the comprehender 

has the skill to use them, an idea related to, but as yet not born out in event segmentation theory. 
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